
 

 

 

 

Peavine Hat and Cowl 

By: Kristen Ashbaugh Helmreich 

For Jimmy Beans Wool 

 

Peavine Peak, a tall standing mountain on the north end of the Truckee Meadows (where Reno is  

located), is an important landmark to Reno residents and one of my favorite places in the area. When  

I first moved to Reno over 12 years ago, I used it as a directional. To me, it was the “brown mountain”  

that marked the Northwest corner of town. At the time, I had no idea how important the mountain is  

to this area. Several years later I lived a short walking distance from the mountain and would walk my  

dog Wallace there almost daily. We could leave our house and be at the base of the mountain in about  

10 minutes, then walk for hours on one of the many trails. Hiking to the “N” was one of our favorite  

hikes. The letter “N”, marked in painted rocks, is in honor of the University of Nevada here in Reno  

(my alma mater).  

 

Peavine’s history extends well beyond recreation. The native Washo tribes used Peavine not only as a 

landmark, but a seasonal indicator. It is said that the Washo would not plant their summer crops until  

all of the snow melted off of Peavine in the spring, a rule that many local residents (myself included)  

stilluse today when planning their gardens. As a Reno resident, Peavine Peak has held such  

significance in my life that I thought it a fitting inspiration for this design.  

 

This matching hat and cowl set is knit with two yarns held together-- a beautiful hand-dyed merino  

wool and a silky mohair to create a cozy set to wear on the coldest of days. The hat is an updated  

slouchy fit while the cowl is shaped to slightly widen at the bottom for a more comfortable fit. The  

simple mock cable pattern creates a bit of interest while still being an easy knit. This set is perfect for 

those late fall hikes on Peavine Peak, or anywhere else you choose enjoy them!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Materials:  

-2 Skeins Madelinetosh Tosh Merino DK (Shown in Filigree) 

-2 Balls Debbie Bliss Angel (Shown in #09 Aqua) 

-US Size 9- 16” Circular Needle and DPNs 

-US Size 8- 16” Circular Needle 

-Darning Needle, for weaving ends 

 



 

 

 

 

 

*Note: If you are knitting only one of the garments, you will only need one skein of each yarn. 

 

Gauge: 

16 sts to 4” in mock cable pattern on US size 9 needles 

 

 

Measurements: 

 

Hat (S, M, L): 

 

S- 18” unstretched & 8” high  

M- 19” unstretched & 8.5” high  

L-20” unstretched & 9” high 

 

To Fit: 

S- 18”-20” head circ. 

M- 19-21” head circ. 

L- 20-22” Head circ. 

 

Cowl (One Size): 

 

Top edge- 20” circ. 

Bottom edge: 24” circ. 

Height: 14” 

 

 

 

Abbreviations: 

CO- Cast on 
K- knit 
P- Purl 

Sts- Stitches 

Rnd- Round (from beginning stitch marker all the way around one time.) 

M1- Make 1, This means to increase a stitch. If the method isn't specified, use whichever 

increase you like, for instance M1R or M1L. 

K2tog- Knit two stitches together by putting the needle through both stitches knitwise and 
knitting them together as if they were one stitch. (Decrease) 
K1F&B- Knit into the front of the stitch and before dropping it off the needle, knit into the  
back of the stitch as well. (Increase) 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Directions: 
 
Hat: 
 
*Pattern is written for smallest size with additional sizes in parenthesis. 
 

-Holding both yarns together, CO 72 (76, 80) sts with size 8 circular needle. Join to knit in  

the round. 

-Round 1: *k2, p2; repeat from * to end of rnd (2x2 rib stitch)  

-Continue to work in 2x2 rib stitch for 1.5 (1.75, 2)” 

-Increase Round: With larger circular needle *k2, p1, m1, p1; repeat from * to end of rnd. 90  

(95, 100) sts on the needle. You will now work the rest of the hat on the larger size needles. 

-Begin mock cable pattern as follows: 

 -Round 1: *k2, p3; repeat from * to end of rnd. 

-Round 2: *k2tog leaving the sts on the left-hand needle, then knit into the first stitch 

(the one on the right side) again and slide both stitches off of the left needle, p3;  

repeat from * to end of rnd. 

Rounds 3&4: Repeat rnd 1 

-Repeat Rounds 1-4 of Mock Cable Pattern until hat measures 6.5 (7, 7.5)” long ending with  

A Rnd 4. 

-Decrease Round # 1 (also a Row 1 in mock cable pattern): *k2, P3tog, repeat from * to end  

of rnd. You will now have 54 (57, 60) sts on the needles and should switch to the DPNs. 

-Complete Rounds 2-4 of the mock cable pattern except now you will only have a p1 instead  

of a p3 in between each of your mock cables. 

-Decrease Round #2: *k2tog, p1; repeat from * to end of rnd. 36 (38, 40) sts on the needles. 

-Next Round: *k1, p1; repeat from * to end of rnd. 

-Decrease Round #3: *k2tog; repeat from * to end of rnd. 18 (19, 20) sts on the needles. 

-Decrease Round #4: *k2tog; repeat from * to end of rnd. 9 (10, 10) sts on the needles.  

*Note: Size Medium will have 1 extra stitch at the end, just knit it as usual instead of k2tog  

and you’ll have a total of 10 sts left on the needle as with a size L. 

-Finishing: Cut yarn leaving a 6” tail. Thread onto darning needle and run through remaining 

stitches, removing DPNs as you go. Run the thread into the inside of the hat, pull tightly to  

cinch and tie a knot. Weave in all ends and wet block over a 10-11” dinner plate. 

 

Cowl: 

 

-Holding both yarns together, CO 84 Sts with US size 9 circular needle. 

-Join to knit in the round and begin mock cable pattern as follows (slightly different from 

above): 

 -Round 1: *k2, p2; repeat from * to end of rnd. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

-Round 2: *k2tog leaving the sts on the left-hand needle, then knit into the first stitch 

(the one on the right side) again and slide both stitches off of the left needle, p2;  

repeat from * to end of rnd. 

-Rounds 3&4: Repeat rnd 1 

-Continue knitting rounds 1-4 of mock cable pattern until cowl measures 8” long ending  

with round 4 of the pattern. 

-Increase Round: *k2, p1, m1, p1; repeat from * to end of rnd. (105 sts on needles) 

-Continue working for 6 more inches in mock cable pattern as follows, beginning with  

Round 2 of the pattern and ending with a Round 4:  

 -Round 1: *k2, p3; repeat from * to end of rnd. 

-Round 2: *k2tog leaving the sts on the left-hand needle, then knit into the first stitch 

(the one on the right side) again and slide both stitches off of the left needle, p3;  

repeat from * to end of rnd. 

-Rounds 3&4: Repeat rnd 1 

-Bind off loosely, maintaining the pattern as you go. 

-Use darning needle to weave in your ends and wet block cowl to desired measurements. 

 

 

 

  

 

 


